
MP Fitted Semi Permanent Threshold

The semi-permanent threshold is prepared in the 
factory to �t your shower. However, it may be 
necessary to make small adjustments in the �eld 
to acheive a perfect �t.

When satis�ed with the �t, secure the threshold 
piece to the shower using the silicone caulking.

In addition to the tools listed above, a tape measure 
is required, plus one or two tubes of 100% silicone 
caulking to complete this project.

Any necessary modi�cations can be accomplished 
with common wood working tools such as a saw, 
sander/grinder, sandpaper, and �le.

Apply silicone to all edges of the semi-permanent 
threshold. Carefully place the piece on the shower 
threshold.

Gently press semi-permanent threshold to the 
shower. Line up the front of the threshold with 
the front of the shower as indicated in Step #2.

Smooth caulking with a dampened �nger.
Remove excess caulking before it cures.

Note the semi-permanent threshold may 
be removed at any time in the future if the 
low threshold on the shower is needed.
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Step #1 - Con�rm length, adjust as needed

Step #2 - Con�rm botton shape matches shower

Step #3 - Con�rm radius matches shower 

Step #4 - Final dry �t of part

Step #5 - Secure with silicone

Determine length, trim if needed
Factory length - 57 5/8”

(Front of shower)

3/8” Factory radius
         both sides.

Dry �t to con�m the �t.

When satis�ed with the �t, 
secure all edges of the 
threshold piece to the 
shower using the silicone 
caulking.

Con�rm top is level or has 
a slight tilt toward inside 
of shower. Trim edge if
necessary.

NOTE: Short side is to 
the inside of shower.

LEVEL

Small adjustments may be necessary 
to acheive a perfect �t.

Line up
with front
of shower

The Solid Surface molded semi-permanent 
threshold dimensions:

Inside edge is 5/8” shorter than the outside. 

Corner radius - 3/8”

Length - 57 5/8”
Height - 3”  (outside) - 2 3/8“ (inside)
Width -  3”.

Caulk

Caulk


